How to Measure Progress with FlorAlive®
When the different FlorAlive® UNCUT Flower™ essences you need are taken over time, deep blocks
within you can be removed. Though “miracles” do occur, taking just one of our products and expecting
measurable life change may be unrealistic. (That is why we created the Abundant Life series of
transformational frequencies which are designed to clear many of the common obstacles in people’s lives
over a four month period.)
FlorAlive® frequencies are an evolutionary system for the step by step
removal of blocks and limitations in your life.
To use this system most effectively click the “entry gateway” below which best describes your interest. It
will open a link that guides you in choosing flower combinations and, importantly, help you chart your
positive changes.

Gateway A.

Gateway B.

I simply would like to
remove obstacles from my
life. I am not particularly
concerned with
“spirituality,” consciousness
or self‐transformation.

I am familiar with and have a
strong interest in spirituality.
I pay attention to the
evolution of consciousness
and self‐transformation in
myself and others.

A.
Individuals who do not reflect on matters of self‐transformation and the evolution of consciousness may
not notice subtle but highly significant changes that can occur by consuming FlorAlive® UNCUT Flower™
essences.
Therefore it is useful to create a charting instrument (the Change Analyzer) that can record changes:
1. that others may notice and
2. that, upon analysis over time, you can recognize point to positive trends of improvement in your
life situation.
As depicted in the “photos of change” section on this site, it is highly recommended to take an
initial RESTING expression (non‐smiling) photo of your face to document your normal facial
characteristics. Then after starting the FlorAlive® frequencies, take a photo every week or two
thereafter to see the possible changes. There is often the emergence of a new expression which
shows “lightening” of the “load”; more ease; sometimes the softening of a grim demeanor;
sometimes the disappearance of fright or anger. Many changes can be observed.
If you have experienced physical or emotional abuse or trauma at some point in your history (as have an
estimated 85% or more of the entire population), memories of traumatic incidents are often walled away
in the unconscious/subconscious mind. (Many people are not aware of examples such as growing up
with a well‐meaning parent who nevertheless exemplified destructive patterns, such as frequent
shouting and arguing with a spouse, that to a child can represent a major form of emotional “abuse”.) As a
result of that stored trauma, the “you” that is a conscious personality, out of self‐preservation, separates
itself from your sensitive and sensing being that has been injured. Unwittingly you may have disowned an
important part of yourself. The part of yourself that you have disowned is the very part of yourself, “the
observer”, that recognizes change when transformation and healing occurs.

The FlorAlive® flower frequencies, due to their coherence and benevolent harmonics, appear to
“overwrite” and remove stored traumatic energy. As that occurs, your awareness of life‐change
increases. You can then more easily determine when, and if, FlorAlive® frequencies are helping you.
(We created the flagship product, ReviveAll™, to provide a very broad level of transformation by
providing frequencies that counter the energetics of stored trauma memories.)
Use our tool, (the Change Analyzer), on a weekly basis or more often, to document changes in each of
those categories.
If you are taking FlorAlive® frequencies to address one area that seems particularly unsatisfactory, say
“relationships”, you might become more aware of the problem area, which is uncomfortable, as a part of
the process of change and eventual improvement. For example, if a woman has a history of relationships
with “troubled” men, then after taking Maroon Bethroot (which helps to break the pattern of attracting
troubled partners), she might find an exaggeration in a current dysfunctional relationship which is
pointing to the fact that the relationship should be terminated. In that case, the flower frequencies would
be providing a prompting to the unconscious mind that is aware that a change must be made. Then the
change and separation often occurs easily. Sometimes customers taking the FlorAlive® frequencies of
Bethroot report that a troublesome partner just quietly moves out of the picture. New partners that are
attracted tend to be an improvement in that they are more balanced and a better choice.
As depicted in the “photos of change” section on this site, it is highly recommended to take an
initial RESTING expression (non‐smiling) photo of your face to document your normal facial
characteristics. Then after starting the FlorAlive® frequencies, take a photo every week or two
thereafter to see the possible changes. There is often the emergence of a new expression which
shows “lightening” of the “load”; more ease; sometimes the softening of a grim demeanor;
sometimes the disappearance of fright or anger. Many changes can be observed.
CHANGE ANALYZER
B.
Individuals who have spent a great deal of their time in the pursuit of the evolution of consciousness are
more likely to notice the subtle but profound changes that can occur with the FlorAlive® transformation
process. It is curious, nevertheless, that some changes occur so subtly or in such a seamless fashion, that
they go unnoticed.
Therefore it is useful to create a charting instrument (the Change Analyzer) that can record changes:
1. that others may notice and
2. that, upon analysis over time, you can recognize point to positive trends of improvement in your
life situation.
As depicted in the “photos of change” section on this site, it is highly recommended to take an
initial RESTING expression (non‐smiling) photo of your face to document your normal facial
characteristics. Then after starting the FlorAlive® frequencies, take a photo every week or two
thereafter to see the possible changes. There is often the emergence of a new expression which
shows “lightening” of the “load”; more ease; sometimes the softening of a grim demeanor;
sometimes the disappearance of fright or anger. Many changes can be observed.
CHANGE ANALYZER

